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Abstract. We show that the Hausdorffized algebraic K-theory of a C*-
algebra decomposes naturally as a direct sum of the Hausdorffized unitary
algebraic K-theory and the space of continuous affine functions on the trace
simplex. Under mild regularity hypotheses, an analogous natural direct
sum decomposition holds for the ordinary (non-Hausdorffized) algebraic
K-theory.
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1. Introduction

K-theory is at the heart of understanding the structure of C*-algebras and
their morphisms. Indeed, the recently-established classification of simple sep-
arable nuclear C*-algebras shows that an invariant consisting of K-theory
paired with traces fully determine C*-algebras up to isomorphism, among a
large class of “classifiable” C*-algebras. Moreover, a richer K-theoretic invari-
ant, augmenting the aforementioned invariant by K-theory with coefficients
and Hausdorffized unitary K-theory, classifies the morphisms between these
classifiable C*-algebras, up to approximate unitary equivalence ([CGS+]).

The components of the richer K-theoretic invariant can be directly related,
through split exact sequences, to the smaller invariant of K-theory and traces.
K-theory with Z/n coefficients relates to ordinary K-theory through the split
exact sequence

(1.1) 0 → Ki(A)⊗ Z/n→ Ki(A;Z/n) → Tor(K1−i(A),Z/n) → 0,

where the connecting maps are induced by the Bockstein maps (see [Sch84,
Propositions 1.8 and 2.4]). While the maps in this exact sequence are natural,
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the splitting is not and cannot be – as can be seen by the existence of homo-
morphisms which agree on K-theory but not on K-theory with coefficients.1

Similarly, Hausdorffized unitary K-theory, denoted Kalg,u

1 (A), relates to or-
dinary K-theory and traces, through the split exact sequence

(1.2) 0 → Aff T (A)/ρ(K0(A)) → K
alg,u

1 (A) → K1(A) → 0,

with the first map due to Thomsen (and intimately related to the de la Harpe–
Skandalis determinant, as discussed below), and the second map arising as a
natural quotient (see [Tho95, Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.3]). Here, ρ is the
pairing map, so that ρ(K0(A)) is the subgroup of Aff T (A) generated by the
images of projections. Again, these connecting maps are natural, though the
splitting is not (see [NT96, Section 5] for example).

A natural question to ask is: why has only unitary (Hausdorffized) alge-
braic K-theory been used in the classification theorem and (for the most part)
related literature, as opposed to algebraic K-theories defined using all invert-
ibles? A superficial answer may be that, since C*-algebraists are used to
working only with unitaries when defining K1, it is natural to work with them
in algebraic K-theory. But this answer misses the point, and doesn’t tell us
whether the classification of morphisms theorem would look any different if
all invertibles were used instead of unitaries, in the Hausdorffized algebraic
K-theory component of the invariant.

In this article, we investigate the relation between (Hausdorffized and ordi-
nary) algebraic K-theory defined using unitaries and using general invertible
elements. For topological K-theory, the relationship is entirely straightfor-
ward: polar decomposition expresses a general invertible as a unitary multi-
plied by a positive invertible element. By effectively forgetting the positive
invertible part, the unitary group is a strong deformation retract of the in-
vertible group, and therefore the topological K-theory is the same whether
one uses unitaries or invertibles. To study algebraic K-theory, polar decom-
position is once again the crucial tool. However, since positive invertibles
are non-trivial in (even Hausdorffized) algebraic K-theory, they need to be
carefully accounted for.

Using the polar decomposition, we obtain a decomposition of Hausdorffized
algebraic K-theory, as our first main result:

1An example is the tensor flip map σ on A := O3 ⊗O3. Using the Künneth formula, one
can compute that K0(A) = K1(A) = Z/2, and since the flip map is an order 2 automorphism,
it must induce the identity on K-theory. Suppose, for a contradiction, that σ induces the
identity on K-theory with coefficients. One can see that Pext(K0(A),K0(A)) = 0 and so,
since the algebra A satisfies the UCT, it would follow that [σ] = [idA] in KK(A,A) by
[DL96] (see Proposition 2.4 in particular). The Kirchberg–Phillips classification theorem
(Theorem 8.3.3 (iii) of [Rør02], for example) would then imply that σ is approximately
inner. Hence, O3 would have approximately inner flip, but it doesn’t by [Tik16, EST23]
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Theorem A. Let A be any unital C*-algebra. Then there is a natural iso-
morphism of topological groups

(1.3) K
alg

1 (A) ≃ K
alg,u

1 (A)⊕ Aff T (A).

Said differently, the Hausdorffized algebraic K1-class of a positive invert-
ible is determined entirely by tracial data, and the interaction between uni-
taries and positive invertibles is, at the level of Hausdorffized algebraic K1,
entirely trivial. The de la Harpe–Skandalis determinant ∆ (introduced in
[dlHS84a]), mapping from the connected component of the unitary group to
Aff T (A)/ρ(K0(A)), provides the inverse of the first map in (1.2) and plays a
key role in our analysis. This works because the kernel of this determinant
(when viewed as a map into Aff T (A)/ρ(K0(A))) consists exactly of the closure
of the commutator subgroup.

In the non-Hausdorffized setting, the kernel of the de la Harpe–Skandalis
determinant (now going into Aff T (A)/ρ(K0(A))) could be strictly larger than
the commutator subgroup (this time, without the closure). Understanding
when these two coincide is a well-studied problem (indeed, two problems, cor-
responding to the two components identified above for Kalg

(A)), and it has
been shown that they coincide under appropriate regularity hypotheses, and
in particular for all classifiable C*-algebras. We state our results for the non-
Hausdorffized setting in a general form, without such regularity hypotheses;
to do so, we need to work with the quotient of the invertibles (respectively
unitaries) by the kernel of the determinant map ∆.

Theorem B. Let A be any unital C*-algeba. Then there is a natural isomor-
phism

(1.4) GL∞(A)/ker∆ ≃ U∞(A)/ker∆|U0
∞(A) ⊕ Aff T (A).

Corollary C. Let A be a unital, separable, simple C*-algebra which has sta-
ble rank one, is pure in the sense of [Win12, Definition 3.6], and such that
every 2-quasitracial state on A is a trace (in particular, A may be any unital,
separable, simple, finite, exact, Z-stable C*-algebra). Then there is a natural
isomorphism

(1.5) Kalg
1 (A) ≃ Kalg,u

1 (A)⊕ Aff T (A).

The paper is structured as follows. First we discuss preliminaries and no-
tation in Section 2. We introduce each of the variants of the de la Harpe–
Skandalis determinant and discuss some relationships between kernels. In
Section 3, we prove the main results (Theorems A and B). In Section 4 we
look at non-stable analogues of the results in 3, under the hypothesis of cer-
tain K-theoretic regularity conditions.
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It was pointed out that variations of some of our main results were proved
as [Ell22, Theorem 5]. We use different techniques and exposition.
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2. Preliminaries and notation

2.1. Notation. For a group G, we denote by DG the derived subgroup of G,
i.e.,

(2.1) DG := ⟨ghg−1h−1 | g, h ∈ G⟩.

If G has an underlying topology, we denote by CG the closure of DG and G0

the connected component of the identity.
For a unital C*-algebra A, GL(A) denotes the general linear group of A,

while GL0(A) denotes the connected component of GL(A). For n ∈ N, we
write GLn(A) := GL(Mn(A)), GL0

n(A) := GL0(Mn(A)), and we set

(2.2) GL∞(A) := lim
→
GLn(A),

with connecting maps GLn(A) ∋ x 7→ x⊕1 ∈ GLn+1(A). This makes GL∞(A)
both a topological space (with the inductive limit topology) and a group.2 We
have unitary analogues by replacing GL with U , where U(A) denotes the
group of unitaries of A. Similarly, we define M∞(A) = lim

→
Mn(A) (as an

algebraic direct limit) with connecting maps x 7→ x ⊕ 0. If E is Banach
space and τ : A → E is a linear map that is tracial (i.e., τ(ab) = τ(ba) for all
a, b ∈ A), we extend this canonically to M∞(A) by setting τ((aij)) :=

∑
i τ(aii)

for (aij) ∈Mn(A).
We write π1(X) for the fundamental group of a topological space X with

distinguished base point. (In this paper, we will only use X equal to U0
n(A) or

GL0
n(A), and in either case, we use the unit element as the base point.)

For a C*-algebra A, we let K0(A), K1(A) be the topological K-groups of A.
The set of tracial states on A will be denoted T (A), which is a Choquet simplex
([Sak12, Theorem 3.1.18]). We denote by Aff T (A) the set of continuous affine
functions T (A) → R, which is an interpolation group with order unit (see
[Goo86, Chapter 11]). The space Aff T (A) can also be viewed as a topological
group under addition, equipped with the uniform norm topology. For unital

2It is not, however, a topological group. This is addressed in a footnote in [CGS+].
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A, the pairing map ρA : K0(A) → Aff T (A) is defined as follows: if x ∈ K0(A),
we can write x = [p]− [q] where p, q ∈Mn(A) are projections, and then define

(2.3) ρA(x)(τ) := trn ⊗ τ(p− q), τ ∈ T (A).

We will denote by Kalg,u
1 (A), Kalg

1 (A) the unitary algebraic K1-group and the
algebraic K1-group respectively:

(2.4) Kalg,u
1 (A) := U∞(A)/DU∞(A) and Kalg

1 (A) := GL∞(A)/DGL∞(A).

For the Hausdorffized variants we write

(2.5) K
alg,u

1 (A) := U∞(A)/CU∞(A) and Kalg
1 (A) := GL∞(A)/CGL∞(A),

where the closures CU∞(A) = DU∞(A) and CGL∞(A) = DGL∞(A) are
taken with respect to the inductive limit topologies. That is, CU∞(A) =

lim
→
CUn(A) and CGL∞(A) = lim

→
CGLn(A). We note that Kalg,u

1 (A) and

K
alg
1 (A) are topological groups (despite the fact that U∞(A) and GL∞(A) are

not in general) – this is addressed in [CGS+, Remark 2.11].

2.2. The de la Harpe–Skandalis determinant. We recall the definition
of the de la Harpe–Skandalis determinant [dlHS84a] (see [dlH13] for a more
in-depth exposition). Let TrA : A→ A/[A,A] be the quotient map from A to
the quotient Banach space A/[A,A] where [A,A] is the closed linear span of
additive commutators. We call TrA the universal trace on A and will usually
omit the subscript when the C*-algebra is clear from context. For n ∈ N∪{∞}
and a piece-wise smooth path ξ : [0, 1] → GLn(A), set

(2.6) ∆̃n(ξ) :=
1

2πi

∫ 1

0

Tr(ξ′(t)ξ(t)−1)dt.3

We call the map ∆̃n the pre-determinant. The following properties can be
found as [dlHS84a, Lemme 1].

Proposition 2.1. The map ∆̃n which takes a piece-wise smooth path to an
element in A/[A,A] has the following four properties:

(1) it takes pointwise products to sums: if ξ1, ξ2 are two piece-wise smooth
paths, then

(2.7) ∆̃n(ξ1ξ2) = ∆̃n(ξ1) + ∆̃n(ξ2),

where ξ1ξ2 is the piece-wise smooth path t 7→ ξ1(t)ξ2(t) from ξ1(0)ξ2(0)
to ξ1(1)ξ2(1);

3We note that when n = ∞, by compactness, the image of ξ is contained in some GLm(A)
for m < ∞, so we can take the trace.
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(2) if ∥ξ(t)− 1∥ < 1 for all t ∈ [0, 1], then

(2.8) 2πi∆̃n(ξ) = Tr
(
log(ξ(1))− log ξ(0)

)
;

(3) ∆̃n(ξ) depends only on the homotopy class of ξ;
(4) if p ∈ Mn(A) is an idempotent, then the path ξp : [0, 1] → GL0

n(A)

given by ξp(t) := pe2πit + (1− p) satisfies ∆̃n(p) = Tr(p).

The de la Harpe–Skandalis determinant (at the nth level) is then the map

(2.9) ∆n : GL0
∞(A) →

(
A/[A,A]

)
/∆̃n(π1(GL

0
n(A)))

given by ∆n(x) := [∆̃n(ξx)] where ξx is any piece-wise smooth path ξx : [0, 1] →
GL0

n(A) from 1 to x. This is a group homomorphism to an abelian group, and
therefore factors through the derived group, i.e., DGL0

n(A) ⊆ ker∆n. For the
case n = ∞, we just write ∆̃ and ∆ for ∆̃∞ and ∆∞ respectively. If the
C*-algebra needs to be specified, we will write ∆n

A or ∆A.

Remark 2.2.
(1) Every continuous path [0, 1] → GLn(A) is homotopic to a piece-wise

smooth path (even a piece-wise smooth exponential path if we are in
GL0

n(A)), and as ∆̃n is homotopy-invariant, it makes sense to apply
∆̃n to any continuous path. Indeed, as in the proof of [dlHS84a, Lemme
3], take any continuous path ξ : [0, 1] → GLn(A) and choose k such
that

(2.10) ∥ξ(j − 1

k
)−1ξ(

j

k
)− 1∥ < 1 for all j = 1, . . . , k.

Then taking aj := 1
2πi

log
(
ξ( j−1

k
)−1ξ( j

k
)
)
, j = 1, . . . , k, ξ will be homo-

topic to the path

(2.11) η(t) = ξ

(
j − 1

k

)
e(kt−j)aj , t ∈

[
j − 1

k
,
j

k

]
.

We note that if a =
∑k

j=1 aj, then ∆̃n(ξ) = ∆̃n(η) = Tr(a). If ξ is a
path of unitaries, then so is η and the aj’s are self-adjoint.

(2) Unless we make any regularity assumptions, the maps ∆n may have
different codomains as n varies since the images ∆̃n(π1(GL

0
n(A))) may

vary. We do however always have

(2.12) ∆̃n(π1(GL
0
n(A))) ⊆ ∆̃n+1(π1(GL

0
n+1(A)))

since ∆̃n+1(ξ ⊕ 1) = ∆̃n(ξ) whenever ξ is a piece-wise smooth loop in
GL0

n(A). However, when the canonical map π1(GL
0(A)) → K0(A) is

surjective, we have that ∆n = ∆|GL0
n(A).
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We note that π1(GL0
∞(A)) ≃ K0(A) canonically via the map induced by

[ξp] 7→ p, where ξp is the path in property (4) above, and consequently ∆ can
be thought of as a map

(2.13) GL0
∞(A) →

(
A/[A,A]

)
/Tr(K0(A)).

Let A0 consist of elements a ∈ Asa satisfying τ(a) = 0 for all τ ∈ T (A).
This is a norm-closed real subspace of Asa such that A0 ⊆ [A,A], and there
is an isometric identification Asa/A0 ≃ Aff T (A) sending an element [a] to â,
where â(τ) := τ(a). Indeed, it is not hard to see that the map Asa/A0 →
Aff T (A) given by [a] 7→ â is a well-defined R-linear map. Moreover [CP79,
Theorem 2.9], together with a convexity argument, gives that this is isometric
identification. To see surjectivity, we note that the image of this map contains
constant functions and separates points, so [Goo86, Corollary 7.4] gives that
the image is dense, and therefore all of Aff T (A) (since this is an isometry).
We freely identify Asa/A0 with Aff T (A).

Lemma 2.3. Let A be a unital C*-algebra. The canonical map Θ : Aff T (A) →
A/[A,A] given by Θ(â) := [a] is an R-linear isometry.

Proof. Identifying Aff T (A) with Asa/A0, Θ is the map [a]Asa/A0 7→ [a]A/[A,A].
Clearly this is R-linear if it is well-defined, and it is well-defined since A0 ⊆
[A,A]. To show that it’s isometric, we have the following chain of inequalities.
For a ∈ Asa,

sup
τ∈T (A)

|τ(a)| ≤ sup
τ s.a, tracial, ∥τ∥=1

|τ(a)|

≤ sup
τ tracial, ∥τ∥=1

|τ(a)|

= inf
x∈[A,A]

∥a+ x∥

≤ inf
x∈A0

∥a+ x∥

= sup
τ∈T (A)

|τ(a)|,

(2.14)

where the inequalities are obvious, the equality on the third line comes from
a standard Hahn–Banach argument, and the last equality comes from our
isometric identification Asa/A0 ≃ Aff T (A). □

Consequently, we can think of the map Tr|Asa as the map from Asa →
Aff T (A) (≃ Asa/A0) given by a 7→ â.

Lemma 2.4. Let A be a unital C*-algebra. For n ∈ N ∪ {∞},

(2.15) ∆̃n(π1(GL
0
n(A))) = ∆̃n(π1(U

0
n(A))) ⊆ Θ(Aff T (A)).
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Proof. As Un(A) is a retract of GLn(A), the first equality is clear by Proposi-
tion 2.1(3). Now suppose we have a piece-wise smooth loop ξ : [0, 1] → U0

n(A).
By [Phi92, Proposition 1.4], ξ′(t)ξ(t)−1 is skew-adjoint so that 1

2πi
ξ′(t)ξ(t)−1 is

self-adjoint. Therefore Tr( 1
2πi
ξ′(t)ξ(t)−1) ∈ Θ(Aff T (A)) and, since Θ(Aff T (A))

is a closed real subspace,

(2.16) ∆̃n(ξ) =

∫ 1

0

Tr
(

1

2πi
ξ′(t)ξ(t)−1

)
dt ∈ Θ(Aff T (A))

as well. □

Corollary 2.5. Let A be a unital C*-algebra. For n ∈ N∪{∞} and u ∈ U0
n(A),

(2.17) ∆n(u) ∈ Θ(Aff T (A))/∆̃n(π1(U
0
n(A))).

For [x] ∈ A/[A,A], we’ll write

(2.18) Re([x]) := [Re(x)] = Θ

( ̂x+ x∗

2

)
∈ Θ(Aff T (A)),

which is well-defined since [A,A] is closed under adjoints. Note that Re(i[x]) =
0 if [x] ∈ Θ(Asa/A0), and therefore Re(i∆n(·)) : GL0

n(A) → Asa/A0 is well-
defined. With this, we have the following fact:

(2.19) Re(2πi∆n(x)) = 2πi∆n(|x|) = [log |x|].
To see this, let ξ0 : [0, 1] → U0

n(A) be any path from 1 to ux, the uni-
tary part in the polar decomposition of x, and let ξ1 : [0, 1] → GL0

n(A) be
the path from 1 to |x| given by t 7→ e2πit log |x|. Then ∆n(x) is the class of
∆̃n(ξ0) + ∆̃n(ξ1) mod ∆̃(π1(GL

0
n(A))) (which is contained in Θ(Aff T (A)).

As ∆̃n(ξ0) ∈ Θ(Aff T (A)), Re(2πi∆̃n(ξ0)) = 0, leaving Re(2πi∆̃n(ξ1)) =

2πi∆̃n(ξ1). Moreover, 2πi∆̃n(ξ1) is clearly equal to Θ(l̂og |x|) by (2.6).

2.3. Thomsen’s variant. Thomsen’s variant of the de la Harpe–Skandalis
determinant is the Hausdorffized version, taking into account the closure of
the image of the homotopy groups. We consider the map

(2.20) ∆̄n : GL0
n(A) →

(
A/[A,A]

)
/∆̃n(π1(GL0

n(A))),

given by ∆̄n(x) := [∆̃n(ξx)] where ξx : [0, 1] → GL0
n(A) is any piece-wise

smooth path from 1 to x ∈ GL0
n(A). This is almost the same map as ∆n,

except the codomain is now the quotient by the closure of the image of the
fundamental group under the pre-determinant (i.e., the Hausdorffization of the
codomain). Unlike with ∆n, [Tho95, Lemma 3.1] gives that the kernel of ∆̄n

can be identified, without any regularity assumptions on the C*-algebra.

Lemma 2.6. Let A be a unital C*-algebra.
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(1) ker ∆̄n|U0
n(A) = CU0

n(A);
(2) ker ∆̄n = CGL0

n(A).

We note that [Tho95, Lemma 3.1] only proves (1) above. However working
with exponentials ea with a ∈ A instead of eia for a ∈ Asa yields (2).

Two things follow for free here: the first is that CGL0
n(A)∩U0

n(A) = CU0
n(A)

(the inclusion ⊇ is automatic, while ⊆ follows from (1)). The second is that the
canonical map U0

n(A)/CU
0
n(A) → GL0

n(A)/CGL
0
n(A) is an injection for n ∈

N∪{∞}. Thomsen also gave the following unnatural direct sum decomposition
of Kalg,u

1 (A) in terms of K-theory and traces (the sequence in (2.21) splits as
one can show that Aff T (A)/ρA(K0(A)) is a divisible abelian group).

Theorem 2.7 (Corollary 3.3, [Tho95]). Let A be a unital C*-algebra. There
is an exact sequence

(2.21) 0 → Aff T (A)/ρA(K0(A)) → K
alg,u

1 (A) → K1(A) → 0,

which splits unnaturally.

Indeed, the splitting above is necessarily unnatural as can be seen in [NT96,
Section 5]. These give examples of morphisms which agree on K-theory and
traces but disagree on U(A)/CU(A).4

3. Polar decomposition

We produce direct sum decompositions of the algebraic K1-group of a C*-
algebra in terms of the unitary algebraic K1-group and traces. We provide
Hausdorffized versions as well. We motivate this with the example of the
complex numbers.

Example 3.1. Let A = C. Then we have isomorphisms

Kalg
1 (A) ≃ C×, and

Kalg,u
1 (A) ≃ T,

(3.1)

via the (usual) determinant map, and

(3.2) Aff T (A) ≃ R,

since A has a unique trace. Hence we see that Kalg
1 (A) ≃ T ⊕ Aff T (A). The

projection Kalg
1 (A) → Aff T (A) is given by the canonical map log(| · |) : C× →

R, so it is the map

(3.3) [x] 7→ log(| det(x)|) = log(det(|x|)) = tr(log(|x|)),

4U(A)/CU(A) is isomorphic to K
alg,u

1 (A) as a topological group in this case since the
C*-algebras in question satisfy certain K-theoretic regularity conditions - see Remark 4.5.
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where tr is the unnormalized trace on M∞(A) (which agrees with trn if x ∈
Mn(A)).

3.1. Non-Hausdorffized algebraic K-theory. We start by examining the
structure of U0

n(A)/ ker∆
n|U0

n(A) and GL0
n(A)/ ker∆

n. We’ll then apply these
results to C*-algebras satisfying

(3.4) DU0
∞(A) = ker∆|U0

∞(A) and DGL0
∞(A) = ker∆.

First we show that ∆n is invariant under conjugation by elements of GLn(A).
The following is not obvious from the fact that ∆n is a homomorphism since
∆n(s) is not defined when s ̸∈ GL0

n(A).

Lemma 3.2. Let A be a unital C*-algebra. For x ∈ GL0
n(A),∆

n(s−1xs) =
∆n(x) for any s ∈ GLn(A).

Proof. If ξ : [0, 1] → GL0
n(A) is a piece-wise smooth path from 1 to x, then

η := s−1ξ(·)s : [0, 1] → GL0
n(A) is a piece-wise smooth path from 1 to s−1xs

with η′(t) = s−1ξ′(t)s (whenever we can differentiate). Consequently (using
(2.6)),

(3.5) ∆̃n(η) = ∆̃n(ξ),

and the result follows. □

Lemma 3.3. Let A be a unital C*-algebra. For n ∈ N∪ {∞}, x, y ∈ GLn(A),

(3.6) ∆n(|xy|) = ∆n(|x|) + ∆n(|y|).

Proof. Let xy = u|xy|, x = ux|x|, and y = uy|y| be polar decompositions.
Then |u∗xy| = |xy| = u∗xy, and in GLn(A)/DGLn(A), we have

(3.7) [|xy|] = [u∗xy] = [u∗ux|x|uy|y|] = [u∗uxuy] + [|x||y|].

Hence by the previous lemma and using the fact (2.19) that i∆n(|z|) =
Re(i∆n(z)) for z ∈ GL0

n(A),

i∆n(|xy|) = Re(i∆n(|xy|))
= Re

(
i∆n(u∗uxuy) + ∆n(|x||y|)

)
= 0 + i∆n(|x|) + i∆n(|y|),

(3.8)

as desired. □

Lemma 3.4. Let A be a unital C*-algebra. The map

(3.9) χn : GLn(A)/ ker∆
n → Aff T (A)

defined by [x] 7→ l̂og |x| is a well-defined surjective group homomorphism.
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Proof. With our identification Asa/A0 = Aff T (A), it is enough to show that

(3.10) GLn(A)/ ker∆
n → Asa/A0 : x 7→ [log |x|]

is well-defined. Let x, y ∈ GLn(A) with x = yz for some z ∈ ker∆n. Now we
have

(3.11)

[log |x|] (2.19)
= 2πi∆n(|x|)
= 2πi∆n(|yz|)

(3.6)
= 2πi∆n(|y|) + 2πi∆n(|z|)

(2.19)
= [log |y|] + Re(2πi∆n(z))
= [log |y|].

The fact that χn is additive also follows from the previous lemma. Finally, χn

is surjective since, for a ∈ Asa,

(3.12) χn([e
a]) = [a].

□

We’ll write χ0
n for χn|GL0

n(A)/ ker∆n .

Lemma 3.5. Let A be a unital C*-algebra. The map

(3.13) sn : Aff T (A) → GL0
n(A)/ ker∆

n

given by â 7→ [ea] is a well-defined group homomorphism.

Proof. Again, we’ll identify Aff T (A) = Asa/A0. If [a] = [b] in Asa/A0, then

(3.14) ∆n(ea) =
1

2πi
Tr(a) =

1

2πi
Tr(b) = ∆n(eb),

giving well-definedness. Moreover, for [a], [b] ∈ Asa/A0,

∆n(ea+b) =
1

2πi
Tr(a+ b)

=
1

2πi
Tr(a) +

1

2πi
Tr(b)

= ∆n(ea) + ∆n(eb).

(3.15)

Hence, [aa+b] = [eaeb] in GL0
n/ ker∆

n. □

Remark 3.6. Now we explain why we are working with Tr instead of working
with each tracial state concurrently. If we worked with ∆τ , where τ ranges
over τ ∈ T (A), the same arguments above will hold. However, unless one
makes a separability assumption (more specifically, that K0(A) is countable),
we don’t necessarily have ker∆ =

⋂
τ∈T (A) ker∆τ . Indeed, if we had a piece-

wise smooth path ξτ from 1 to x with ∆̃τ (ξτ ) ∈ τ(K0(A)) for all τ ∈ T (A), it
is not necessarily true that we can find a single element of x ∈ K0(A) such
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that ∆̃τ (ξτ ) = ρA(x)(τ) for all τ ∈ T (A). See Lemme 5 and Proposition 6 of
[dlHS84a].

Proposition 3.7. Let A be a unital C*-algebra. The sequence
(3.16)

0 U0
n(A)/ker∆

n|U0
n(A) GL0

n(A)/ ker∆
n Aff T (A) 0

ι0n χ0
n

sn

is a split short exact sequence.

Proof. We know that ι0n is injective and that χ0
n ◦ sn = idAff(T (A)) (and hence

χ0
n is surjective). We must show that

(3.17) kerχ0
n = Im(ι0n).

The containment ⊇ is trivial since a unitary has positive part equal to 1. For
the reverse containment, suppose that x ∈ GL0

n(A) is such that Tr(log |x|) = 0.
Then, letting x = ux|x| be the polar decomposition,

∆n(x) = ∆n(ux) + ∆n(|x|)

= ∆n(ux) +
1

2πi
Tr(log |x|)

= ∆n(ux) ∈ ι0n

(
U0
n(A)/ ker∆

n|U0
n(A)

)
.

(3.18)

□

We wish to remove the superscript 0 to get a sequence involving Un(A)/ ker∆
n|U0

n(A),
and GLn(A)/ ker∆

n, Asa/A0

Theorem 3.8. Let A be a unital C*-algebra. The sequence
(3.19)

0 Un(A)/ker∆
n|U0

n(A) GLn(A)/ ker∆
n Aff T (A) 0

ιn χn

sn

is a split short exact sequence.
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Proof. We have the following commutative diagram:
(3.20)

0 0 0

0 U0
n(A)/ ker∆

n|U0
n(A) GL0

n(A)/ ker∆
n Aff T (A) 0

0 Un(A)/ ker∆
n|U0

n(A) GLn(A)/ ker∆
n Aff T (A) 0

0 π0(Un(A)) π0(GLn(A)) 0 0

0 0 0

ι0n χ0
n

ιn χn

≃

where all the columns, as well as the 1st and 3rd rows are exact. As we have

(3.21) ιn(Un(A)/ ker∆
n|U0

n(A)) ⊆ kerχn,

it follows from [Mac67, Exercise II.5.2] (or a diagram chase) that the second
row is also exact. It is easy to see that sn : Aff(T ) → GL0

n(A)/ ker∆
n ⊆

GLn(A)/ ker∆
n is also a splitting for the second row as

(3.22) χn ◦ s(â) = χn([e
a]) = ̂log |ea| = â.

□

Corollary 3.9. Suppose that A is a unital C*-algebra and let n ∈ N. If
ker∆n|U0

n(A) = DU0
n(A) and ker∆n = DGL0

n(A), then
(3.23)

0 Un(A)/DU
0
n(A) GLn(A)/DGL

0
n(A) Aff T (A) 0

ιn χn

sn

is a split short exact sequence. In particular, for n = ∞, we have a natural
split short exact sequence

(3.24) 0 Kalg,u
1 (A) Kalg

1 (A) Aff T (A) 0.ι χ∞

s

Proof. The first part follows from the above as DU0
n(A) = ker∆n|U0

n(A) and
DGL0

n(A) = ker∆n. For the last part, if n = ∞, then DGL∞(A) = DGL0
∞(A)
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by Whitehead’s lemma. Indeed, if x ∈ GLn(A) is a commutator, say x =
yzy−1z−1, then x ⊕ 1 ⊕ 1 ∈ GL3n(A) can be written as a commutator as
follows:
(3.25)x 1

1

 =

y y−1

1

z 1
z−1

y−1

y
1

z−1

1
z

 .

The four matrices on the right are connected to the identity by Whitehead’s
lemma (see [RLL00, Lemma 2.1.5]). □

The above split exact sequence yields that

(3.26) Kalg
1 (A) ≃ Kalg,u

1 (A)⊕ Aff T (A)

naturally via the isomorphism

(3.27) [x] 7→ [ux]⊕ l̂og |x|.
The following is an immediate consequence.

Corollary 3.10. Let A,B be unital C*-algebras such that

(3.28) DU0
∞(A) = ker∆|U0

∞(A) and DGL0
∞(A) = ker∆.

If x, y ∈ GL∞(A), the following are equivalent.

(1) [ux] = [uy] in Kalg,u
1 (A) and l̂og |x| = l̂og |y| in Aff T (A);

(2) [x] = [y] in Kalg
1 (A).

For ϕ : A→ B a *-homomorphism between unital C*-algebras, denote by
(1) Kalg,u

1 (ϕ) : Kalg,u
1 (A) → Kalg,u

1 (B);
(2) Kalg

1 (ϕ) : Kalg
1 (A) → Kalg

1 (B);
(3) T (ϕ) : T (B) → T (A)

the maps induced by ϕ.

Corollary 3.11. Let A,B be unital C*-algebras such that
• DU0

∞(A) = ker∆A|U0
∞(A) and DGL0

∞(A) = ker∆B;
• DU0

∞(B) = ker∆B|U0
∞(A) and DGL0

∞(B) = ker∆B.
Let ϕ, ψ : A→ B be unital *-homomorphisms. The following are equivalent.

(1) Kalg,u
1 (ϕ) = Kalg,u

1 (ψ) and T (ϕ) = T (ψ);
(2) Kalg

1 (ϕ) = Kalg
1 (ψ).

There are many classes of unital C*-algebras satisfying the two hypotheses
of the above corollary [dlHS84b, Tho93, Ng14, NR17, NR15]. In the penul-
timate, it is shown there that the hypotheses hold in the case that A is a
unital, separable, simple, pure C*-algebra of stable rank one such that every
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2-quasitracial state is a trace, and the in the latter it is shown to hold for
M3(A) whenever A is pure [Win12, Definition 3.6].

Corollary 3.12. Let A be a unital, simple, separable, pure C*-algebra of stable
rank one such that every 2-quasitrace is a trace. Then there is a natural
isomorphism

(3.29) Kalg
1 (A) ≃ Kalg,u

1 (A)⊕ Aff T (A).

3.2. Hausdorffized algebraic K-theory. In the Hausdorffized setting, we
obtain similar results by the same arguments. However, in this case, we have
ker ∆̄n|U0

n(A) = CU0
n(A) and ker ∆̄n = CGL0

n(A) by Lemma 2.6. Let

ῑn : Un(A)/CU
0
n(A) → GLn(A)/CGL

0
n(A),

χ̄n : GLn(A)/CGL
0
n(A) → Aff T (A), and

s̄n : Aff T (A) → GLn(A)/CGL
0
n(A)

(3.30)

be the variants of the maps ιn, χn, sn in the previous section (so our domains
and codomains are now topological). Identifying CU0

n(A) = ker∆n and ap-
plying the arguments from Section 3.1 gives that each of these maps are well-
defined group homomorphisms for n ∈ N∪{∞}. In the Hausdorffized setting,
we show that these maps are also continuous. First a lemma to handle the
n = ∞ case.

Lemma 3.13. Let G = ∪nGn be an increasing union of topological groups
and equip G with the inductive limit topology. Let H ≤ G be a subgroup such
that the closure CH of H is also a subgroup of G. Then the quotient map
q : G→ G/CH is an open map.

Proof. Let S ⊆ G be open. As G/CH has the quotient topology, the set
q(S) ⊆ G/CH is open if and only if q−1(q(S)) ⊆ G is open in G. Thinking of
G/CH as the space of CH-orbits of G where CH ↷ G by right translation,
we have that

(3.31) q−1(q(S)) =
⋃

h∈CH

Sh

which is open if S is, since right translation still yields a homeomorphism in
the inductive limit topology – see [TSH98, Proposition 1.1(ii)]. □

Proposition 3.14. The maps in (3.30) are well-defined, continuous group
homo-morphisms. Moreover, ι and χ are open onto their images.

Proof. A straightforward adaptation of the arguments of the previous section
shows that these are well-defined group homomorphisms. We work with the
n = ∞ case throughout, as the n ∈ N case is similar, and easier due to the
fact that GLn(A), Un(A) are topological groups.
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Let us show that ι is continuous. The diagram

(3.32)

U∞(A) GL∞(A)

K
alg,u

1 (A) K
alg
1 (A)

σ

qU qGL

ι

commutes where the left and right maps are quotient maps and σ is the canon-
ical inclusion. We note that for any subset S ⊆ K

alg
1 (A) the commutation of

the above diagram gives that

(3.33) (qU)
−1
(
ι−1(S)

)
= σ−1

(
q−1
GL(S)

)
.

Therefore if S ⊆ K
alg
1 (A) is open, then

ι−1(S) = qU
(
q−1
U

(
ι−1(S)

))
= qU

(
σ−1

(
q−1
GL(S)

))
,

(3.34)

where σ−1
(
q−1
GL(S)

)
is open because both qGL and σ are continuous. As qU is

open by Lemma 3.13, it follows that ι−1(S) is open. This shows continuity.
Let us show that ι is open onto its image. We note that taking the unitary

part of the polar decomposition ωn : GLn(A) → Un(A) ⊆ U∞(A) is continuous
for all n and therefore induces a continuous map ω : GL∞(A) → U∞(A). Since
CGL∞(A) ∩ U∞(A) = CU∞(A) by Lemma 2.6, we get an induced continuous
map

(3.35) ω : K
alg
1 (A) → K

alg,u

1 (A)

which clearly satisfies

(3.36) ω ◦ ι = id
K

alg,u
1 (A)

and ι ◦ ω|
ι
(
K

alg,u
1 (A)

) = id
ι
(
K

alg,u
1 (A)

).
Now if S ⊆ K

alg,u

1 (A) is open, then it is easily seen that

(3.37) ι(S) = ι
(
K

alg,u

1 (A)
)
∩ (ω)−1(S).

As ω is continuous, (ω)−1(S) ⊆ K
alg
1 (A) is open and so ι(S) ⊆ ι

(
K

alg,u

1 (A)
)

is open with respect to the subspace topology. This shows that ι is open onto
its image.
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For χ, let g : GL∞(A) → Aff T (A) denote the map g(x) := l̂og |x|. The
diagram

(3.38)

GL∞(A) Aff T (A)

K
alg
1 (A)

g

qGL χ

commutes, so we have that for S ⊆ Aff T (A)

χ−1(S) = qGL

(
q−1
GL

(
χ−1(S)

))
= qGL

(
g−1(S)

)
.

(3.39)

Thus since we know that qGL is open by Lemma 3.13, it suffices to show that
g is continuous. But g is continuous if g|GLn(A) is continuous for all n,5 and
this is true: indeed, g|GLn(A) can be written as the composition

(3.40) Gn(A) Asa Aff T (A)
l|GLn(A) Tr|Asa

where l : GL∞(A) → Asa is the map given by l(x) := tr log |x| where tr :
M∞(A) → A is the unnormalized trace. Seeing that l|GLn(A) is continuous
follows easily: if xn → x in GLn(A), then tr log |xn| → tr log |x|.

To show that χ is open, we again appeal to the diagram (3.38). It suffices
to show that g is open – and to this end it suffices to show that g|GLn is open
for each n.6 For GLn(A), ̂log |x0| = ̂tr log |x0|, where tr is the unnormalized
trace, and so we can restrict to the case where n = 1. Let us without loss of
generality work with open balls around the identity: let ε > 0 and consider

(3.41) S := {x ∈ GL(A) | ∥x− 1∥ < ε}.

Looking at the image of S under g1 := g|GL(A), we have

(3.42) g1(S) = {l̂og |x| | ∥x− 1∥ < ε}.

Let x0 ∈ GL(A) be such that x0 ≈ε 1 and let us show that there is an open ball
around ̂log |x0| that is contained in g1(S). First off note that for ĥ ∈ Aff T (A),

5If X = ∪nXn is equipped with the inductive limit topology and f : X → Y is a function
such that f |Xn

is continuous for all n, then f is continuous. To see this, let S ⊆ Y be open
and note that f−1(S) = ∪nf |−1

Xn
(S) is open.

6If X = ∪nXn is an increasing union of topological spaces with the inductive limit
topology and Y is another topological space, then for S ⊆ X, we have that f(S) = ∪nf(S ∩
Xn).
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with h ∈ Asa, we have

∥ ̂log |x0| − ĥ∥ = ∥ ̂log |x0| − ̂log |eh|∥
= ∥χ([x0])− χ([eh])∥
= ∥χ([x0e−h])∥

= ∥ ̂log |x0e−h|∥.

(3.43)

Now let δ > 0 be such that whenever a ∈ A, we have ∥a∥ < δ implies that
∥ea − 1∥ < ε. Then, for ĥ ∈ Aff T (A) with ̂log |x0| ≈ δ

2
ĥ, we have by (3.43)

that

(3.44) ∥ ̂log |x0e−h|∥ < δ

2
.

Find a self-adjoint lift, say k ∈ Asa, of ̂log |x0e−h| with ∥k∥ < δ. Then we have
that ∥ek − 1∥ < ε and

(3.45) g1(e
k) = k̂ = ̂log |x0e−h|.

This shows that B δ
2
( ̂log |x0|) ⊆ g1(S).

Finally, let us show that s is continuous. We have that

(3.46)

Asa GL∞(A)

Aff T (A) K
alg
1 (A)

α

Tr|Asa
qGL

s

commutes where α(a) := ea – note that α is continuous and that the image
of α is contained in GL(A) ⊆ GL∞(A) (α is however not a homomorphism).
Consequently if S ⊆ K

alg
1 (A) is open, then since Tr|Asa is surjective,

s−1(S) = Tr|Asa

(
Tr−1

Asa

(
s−1(S)

))
= α−1

(
q−1
GL(S)

)(3.47)

is open as well since α and qGL are continuous. □

Theorem 3.15. For any unital C*-algebra A and n ∈ N∪ {∞}, the sequence
(3.48)

0 Un(A)/CU
0
n(A) GLn(A)/CGL

0
n(A) Aff T (A) 0

ῑn χ̄n

s̄n
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is a split short exact sequence of topological groups. In particular, we have the
following split short exact sequence of topological groups:

(3.49) 0 K
alg,u

1 (A) K
alg
1 (A) Aff T (A) 0ῑ χ̄∞

s̄

Proof. The same argument as in Theorem 3.8 gives an algebraic splitting. The
fact that this is a splitting of topological groups follows as ιn, χn, sn are all
continuous and ιn and χn are open onto their images by Proposition 3.14. □

Corollary 3.16. Let A,B be unital C*-algebras, x, y ∈ K
alg
1 (A). The following

are equivalent.

(1) [ux] = [uy] in K
alg,u

1 (A) and l̂og |x| = l̂og |y| in Aff T (A);
(2) [x] = [y] in K

alg
1 (A).

For A,B unital C*-algebras, ϕ : A → B a unital *-homomorphism, denote
by

(1) Kalg,u

1 (ϕ) : K
alg,u

1 (A) → K
alg,u

1 (B);
(2) Kalg

1 (ϕ) : K
alg
1 (A) → K

alg
1 (B)

the maps induced by ϕ.

Corollary 3.17. Let A,B be unital C*-algebras. Let ϕ, ψ : A → B be unital
*-homomorphisms. The following are equivalent.

(1) Kalg,u

1 (ϕ) = K
alg,u

1 (ψ) and T (ϕ) = T (ψ);
(2) Kalg

1 (ϕ) = K
alg
1 (ψ).

4. Nonstable algebraic K-theory

Here we discuss some structure of the non-stable (both Hausdorffized and
not) algebraic K1-groups. In [Tho95, Theorem 3.2], Thomsen proved that the
map

(4.1) U0
∞(A)/CU0

∞ ≃ Aff T (A)/ρA(K0(A))

given by [u] 7→ ∆(u) is a homeomorphic isomorphism. It was noted that if
π(U0(A)) → K0(A) is surjective, then of course we have that

(4.2) U0(A)/CU0(A) ≃ U0
n(A)/CU

0
n(A)
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for all n ∈ N ∪ {∞}. Indeed, if the canonical map π1(U
0(A)) → K0(A) is

surjective, then the following diagram commutes

(4.3)

U0(A)/CU0(A) U0
∞(A)/CU0

∞(A)

Aff T (A)/∆̃(π1(U0(A))) Aff T (A)/ρA(K0(A))

D1

i

D

id

where i : U0(A)/CU0(A) → U0
∞(A)/CU0

∞(A) is the canonical map, D1, D
are maps factoring ∆1 and ∆ through CU0(A) and CU0

∞(A) respectively. As
id, D1 and D are all homeomorphic isomorphisms, it follows that the canonical
map i is a homeomorphic isomorphism.

Remark 4.1. More generally one can study the question of when

(4.4) U0
n(A)/CU

0
n(A) → U0

m(A)/CU
0
m(A)

is an isomorphism for all m ≥ n, even in the case where π1(U0(A)) → K0(A)
may not be surjective. See [GLX15] for details. One can of course get simi-
lar results using the general linear invariants, as well as the purely algebraic
variants under the assumptions that ker∆n|U0

n(A) = DU0
n(A) or ker∆n =

DGL0
n(A) for every n.

A similar argument gives the following in the algebraic setting.

Lemma 4.2. Let A be a unital C*-algebra and suppose that π1(U0(A)) →
K0(A) is surjective.

(1) The canonical map U0(A)/ ker∆1|U0(A) → U0
∞(A)/ ker∆|U0

∞(A) is an
isomorphism.

(2) The canonical map GL0(A)/ ker∆1 → GL0
∞(A)/ ker∆ is an isomor-

phism.

Proof. Writing out a similar diagram to (4.3), we have

(4.5)

U0(A)/ ker∆1|U0(A) U0
∞(A)/ ker∆|U0

∞(A)

Aff T (A)/∆̃(π1(U
0(A))) Aff T (A)/ρA(K0(A))

D1

i

D

id

The maps id, D1, D are all group isomorphisms, so i must be as well (the maps
i,D1, D are the purely algebraic analogues of i,D1, D above). We get a similar
diagram in the GL setting with U replaced with GL and Aff T (A) replaced by
A/[A,A]. □

Using similar techniques to [GLX15], we have the following.
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Lemma 4.3. Let A be a unital C*-algebra and suppose that π1(U0(A)) →
K0(A) is surjective.

(1) If ker∆1|U0(A) = DU0(A), then ker∆n|U0
n(A) = DU0

n(A) for all n ∈
N ∪ {∞}.

(2) If ker∆1 = DGL0(A), then ker∆n = DGL0
n(A) for all n ∈ N ∪ {∞}.

Proof. We show (1) holds, (2) is similar. Suppose that u ∈ ker∆n|U0
n(A). There

is some a ∈ Asa such that [u] = [e2πia ⊕ 1n−1] and a piece-wise smooth path
ξ : [0, 1] → U0

n(A) with ∆̃(ξ) = Tr(a) by Remark 2.2(1).
As u ∈ ker∆n|U0

n(A), there is some piece-wise smooth loop η : [0, 1] → U0
n(A)

with

(4.6) ∆̃n(ξ) = ∆̃n(η).

As before, the surjectivity of π1(U0(A)) → K0(A) implies that η is homotopic
to η0⊕1n−1 for some piece-wise smooth loop η0 : [0, 1] → U0(A). Then η1(t) :=
e2πitaη0(t)

∗ defines a piece-wise smooth path in U0(A) from 1 to e2πia such that
∆̃(η1) = 0. Therefore e2πia ∈ ker∆1|U0(A) = DU0(A) and consequently

(4.7) [u] = [e2πia ⊕ 1n−1] = 0 in U0
n(A)/DU

0
n(A).

□

Now we finish by showing that we can work outside of the connected com-
ponent.

Theorem 4.4. Let A be a unital C*-algebra such that

(1) the canonical map π1(U0(A)) → K0(A) is surjective;
(2) the canonical map U(A)/U0(A) → K1(A) is an isomorphism.

Then the following is true.

(1) If ker∆1|U0(A) = DU0(A), then U(A)/DU(A) ≃ Kalg,u
1 (A).

(2) If ker∆1 = DGL0(A), then GL(A)/DGL(A) ≃ Kalg
1 (A).

Proof. We show this in the unitary setting. First we again note thatDU0
∞(A) =

DU∞(A) by (3.25), and so Kalg,u
1 (A) = U∞/DU

0
∞(A). Moreover, (2) im-

plies that A is K1-injective, giving that DU(A) = DU0(A) and DGL(A) =
DGL0(A) as well. Using property (1), together with the fact that ker∆1|U0(A) =
DU0(A), gives that the canonical map

(4.8) U0(A)/DU0(A) ≃ U0
∞(A)/DU0

∞(A)
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is an isomorphism by combining Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3. Now combining (2) with
(4.8) yields a morphism of short exact sequences
(4.9)
0 U0(A)/DU(A) U(A)/DU(A) U(A)/U0(A) 0

0 U0
∞(A)/DU∞(A) Kalg,u

1 (A) K1(A) 0

≃ ≃

where the left and right vertical maps are isomorphisms. Therefore the middle
vertical map is an isomorphism by the Short Five Lemma [Mac67, Lemma
I.3.1]. The argument in the general linear setting is the same with U replaced
by GL and Kalg,u

1 replaced with Kalg
1 . □

Remark 4.5. If A is unital, with the assumptions
(1) π1(U0(A)) → K0(A) is surjective and
(2) U(A)/U0(A) → K1(A) is an isomorphism,

we also get that

(4.10) U(A)/CU(A) ≃ K
alg,u

1 (A) and GL(A)/CGL(A) ≃ K
alg
1 (A),

even as topological groups. Indeed, looking at the unitary case for example,
since the map

(4.11) U0(A)/CU0(A) ≃ U0
∞(A)/CU0

∞(A)

is a topological group isomorphism by means of (4.3), it follows that the map

(4.12) U(A)/CU0(A) → K
alg,u

1 (A)

is open as it will send open small neighbourhoods of the identity to open neigh-
bourhoods (as sufficiently small neighbourhoods will be connected to the iden-
tity).

Again, as the map U(A)/U0(A) → K1(A) is injective, we also have that
DU(A) ⊆ U0(A). Thus DU0(A) = DU(A) and CU0(A) = CU(A) in this
case.

Finally we finish by stating that unital C*-algebras satisfying
(1) π1(U0(A)) → K0(A) is surjective and
(2) U(A)/U0(A) → K1(A) is an isomorphism

are very common. Indeed, this includes the class of stable rank one C*-algebras
[Rie87, Theorem 3.3], Z-stable C*-algebras [Jia97, Theorem 3], and tensor
products with coronas over σ-unital C*-algebras [Tho91, Theorem 4.9].
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